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WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS OF TRAILING-EDGE
GEOMETRY ON A NASA SUPERCr_.'FICAL AIRFOIL SECTIC,N*
By Charles D. Harrh_
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Wind-tunnel testa have been conducted at Mach numbers frorr, 0.60 to 0.61 to deter-
mine the effects of trailing-edge geometry on the aerodyrL3,mic ch'aracteristics of a NASA
supercritical airfoil shape. Variations in tratling-,edge thickne,_ses from 0 to 1.5 per-
cent of the chord and a cavity in the trailing edge were investigated with airfoils with
maximum thicknesses of 10 and 11 percent of the chord.
Comparison of supercrttical airfoils of slightly different maximum thicknesses at
the design normal-force coefficient implied that increasing trailing=edge thickness
yielded reductions in transonic drag levels with no apparent penalty at subcrtticai Mach
numbers up to a trailing-edge thickness of about 0.7 percent. Increases in both subsonic
and transonic drag levels appeared with further increases in trailing-edge thickness.
The relationship between the optimum airfoil trailing-edge thickness and the upper-
surface boundary-layer-displacement thickness at the trailing edge is recognized and
discussed, and a general design criterion for trailing-edge thickness is offered. In addi-
tion, Fmall drag improvements were realized when the airfoil with a trailing-edge thick-
ness o_ 1.0 percent was modified to ir.clude a cavity in the trailing edge.
INTRODUCTION
Design philosophy of the NASA supercritical airfoilrequires that the trailing-edge
slopes of the upper and lower surfaces be eqaal. Th_s requirement serves tc retard
flow seqaration by reducing the pressure-recovery gradient on the upper surface so that
the pressure coefficientsrecover to only slightlypositive values at the trailing edge.
For an airfoilwlth a sherp trailingedge, such restrictions result in the airfoilbeing
structurally thin over the aft region.
Because of this structural objectionto sharp trailingedges and the potential_ero-
dynamic advantages of thich trailingedges at transonic speeds (discussed, for example,
In rexs. I anti2), an exploratory investigationwas made during the earl)"development
phases of the supercritical airfoilto determine the effects on the aerody1_mic charac-
teristicsof thickening the trailingedge. Increasing the trailing-edge thic_Jess of an
interim ll-percent-thick supercriUcal _rfoil from 0 to 1.0 percent of the chord resulted
in significantdecreases in wave drag at transonic Mach numbers; however, these
decreases were achieved at the expense of higher drag at subcriticaiMach numbers.
Advantages of thick trailingedges at transonic Mach numbers were real and stg-
nificant,but practical application would appear to depend on whether the drag penalty at
subcrRical Mach numbers could be redaced or eliminated. Two questions naturaUv
arose: What would the optimum trailing-edge thickness be for the supercritlcal airfoil
and could the drag penalty at the subcritlcal Mach numbers due to the thickened trailing
edge be reduced by proper shaping of the trailing ed_,e?
I,lorder to investigatemore comprehensively the effectsof trailing-edge geom.
etry, _ refined 10-percent-thick supercritical airfoilwas modified to permit variations
intrailing-edge thickness and contour. Traillng-edge thicknesses of 0.7, 1.0,and
1.5 percent and a trailing-edge cavity were investigated.
Results of these trailing-edge variations and also the results of the investigation
invclvingthe interim 11-percent-thick airfoil_trereported herein.
SYMBOLS
Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. The measurements and
calculations wcre made in U.S. Customary Units.
PL " P_
Cp pressure coefficient,
q:c
Cp,sonic pressure coeffi,'.ientcorresponding to local Mach number of 1.0
c chord of airfoil,cm (inches)
Cd
t
cd
C m
section drag coef{iclent, _ c_
 /pl l/2/q 1 1/2 /p2  1/2
point drag coefficient(ref. 3), _--_2) _--_) L_._.) -
section pltching-moment coefficient,
l u
2
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M
m
P
APt
q
R
X
Y
P
section norma_-force coefficient,
Macn number
u
slope of airfoil surface, dy/dx
static pressure, N/m 2 (Ib/ft 2)
total-pressure loss. N/m 2 (Ib/{t 2)
dynamic pressure, N/m 2 (Ib/ft 2)
Reynolds number based on airfoilchor
airfoil thickness, cm (inches)
ordinate _long airfoil reference line measured from airfoil leading edge.,
cm (inches)
ordinate vertical to airfoilreference l_ne,cm (inches)
vertical distance in wake profile,cm (inches)
angle of attack of airfoilreference line,degrees
density, kg/m 3 (slugs/ft3)
Subscripts.
L local point on airfoti
lo_,er surface
max maximum
te trailingedge
upper surface
,o undisturbed stre=m conditions
1,2 flow stations designated in figure I
A PPARAT US AND TE CHNIQUES
Much of the apparatus avd many of the testing tech.-ttqu_s used during the present
investigation are similar or identical to those described in r,,.ference 4. The descrip-
tions, when applicable, are repeated herein for completeness and convenience.
Wind Tunnel
The investigation wart performed in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel.
This tunr_el is a single-return, rect_mgular wind tunnel with controls that allow for the
independent variation of Mach numbnr, stagn_tion pressure, temperature, and humidity.
The upper and lower test-section waU_ are axially slotted to permit testing through the
transonic-speed range v tth minimum effects of choking. The slot width at the position of
the model, designed on _he basis of reference 5, to minimize solid-blb_kat_e interference,
averaged P.b_ut 5 perc_,nt of the width of the upper and lower walls. A more complete
description of the Lavgley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel may be found xn reference t_.
The solid side walls and slotted upper and lower walls make this tunnel well suited
to the investigation of two-dimensional models since the side walls act as end plates while
J.he slots permit development of the flow field in the vertical direction.
Model
Airfoil sha[_e.-Recent research in aeronautlc_ has led to the development of an air
follshape which delays, at the usual cruise liftconditions,the subsonic dr_g rise well
beyond the criticalMach number. This unique airfoilconcept, known as _e supercritlcal
airfoil,has demor_strated In three-dlmensional wlnd-tunnel-model applic'atlonpotentialfor
subs_tntially improved performance _.ndsignificanteconomic advantage over present-day
subsonic commer_lal jet transports. While itis.not the primary purpose of this paper to
report the chara_tc_ "sticsof the supercrRical airfoilitself,a brief discussion of some of
its fundamentnl features may prove helpfulin understanding the l_,.essuredistributions
presented herein and in explaining the effectsof the various trailing-edge rnodlfications.
This airfoil,developed on the basis of i:ituitlvereasomng and substarLti_.Ingwind-
tunnel experimentation and shaped to reduce the drag associated with energy losses due
to shock waves and flow separation, is characterized by a large leading-edi:eradius, flat-
tened upper surface, and highly cambered traillnKedge. Early design philosophy which
led to the development of the supe, crlticalalrioflIncluded a slottedtrailing'edge and is
discussed in references 4 and 7. The slottedtrailing edge permitted hlgh-_,nergy flow
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from the cal:_lbered lower surface t(_ mix with the lower energy flow across the top of the
airfoil. The slot, structurally compl._cated and sensitive to small deformities i:1 sbape,
was eliminated when, in later unpublisl,cd developmezital testing, it was shov-n tlmt a
highly cambered, properly shaped, unslo_ted trailing edge did not significantly degrade
_e.eformance potential.
When the flow over an airfoil exceeds ,_ local Mach number of 1, a region ,)f super-
so-_c flow extends vertically over the airfoil _,.nd usually terminates in a shock wave.
The shock wave on conventional airfoi_ becomes increasingly stronger with associated
increLlses in drag as the free:stream Mach numtJ_:r is increas,-_d. In addition, the strong,
adver,_e-pressure gradient associated with the growth o[ the shock wave is likely to _ive
rise lo boundary-lay_.r separation whic] results in ,in abrupt drag rise.
Th_ super_.r.t_,cal airfoi!, in contl _.st, is shaped so the expansion waves frora the
leadl_l_ eoge are reflected from the sonic line as a series of compression waves; thus,
isentrcpzc recompresslon m t._. fmpersonic flow dovmstream is encouraged and b.e
s.'.rer_._ of _he shock wave l_ minimized. The essential geometric feature of such upper-
_urface shaping ie an abrupt change from relatiw:ly high curvature at the leading edge to
,-_latively low ..-urvature downstream and can be _lchieved with a large leading-edge radius.
A_)the, _ ,_...'--_'_,,'__.of the upper surface of *.;Je supercritical airfoil is the shaping of the
ait portion to produce a short region of near-sonic velocity immediately behind the shock
wave at design con_iitions. Such a p_ateau has been found desirable to permit the flow to
stabilize ._efore goir_ through its final compression at th._ trailing edge and also to pre-
vent disturbances from propagating forward and strength_nir, l_ the shock "#ave. Care must
be ex_,rc_sed, however, that the curvature required to pr_xiuce such a near-sonic p}ateau
does net generate such an expansion at off-design c(_nditions that a second shock wave is
formed _,hich would tend to separate the flow over the rear portion of the airfoil.
The lower surface is generally shaped to prevent supercr!tical velocities on the
lower surfa,_e which would lead to shock-wave formation and boundary-layer separation
and also to pt-ovide a highly cambe_'ed trailing edge tc compensate for the reduced lifting
capacity of the relatively lightly cambered fore and mid region of the airfoil.
'_ecause of the substantial lift generated over the rear portion of the airfoil, section
pitching moments are relatively high compared with those of conventional airfoils. Unpub-
lished wind-tunnel _ests of three-dimensional swept-wing models incorporating the super-
critical airfoil concept have shown that with the wing twist necessary to achieve the proper
span load distribution, the overall wing pit-hin_; moments do not differ significsntly from
those of convention:_l airplanes. Trim-drag prob:,ems would therefore not be anticipated.
_qind-tunnel models.- Airfoil number desire, nations _sed in the following discussion
_re those assigned as part ,'_f the overall supercritic',d-airfoil develc_ent-program num-
bering system and are noted _or identificatior, purposes or_!y.
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For the exploratory investigationmentioned in the introduction, _he lower surface
of an interim supercrltical airfoilwRh a maximum thickness of 11 -.:rcent and sharp
trailingedge (designated as supercrltlcal airfoil4) was rotated down_,ard about the
64-percent chord llnc so thatthe trailin_-f,dge thickness was 1.0 percent (referred to
as a 1.0-percent-thick blunt trailingedge). Changing the trailing-edge thickness in this
_nanner increased the aft camber of the airfoilwithout disturbing the shape of the upper
su:face. The resultantaii_ollwas designated as airfoil5. Sketches of both airfoilsare
sho_,n in figure 2, and coordinates are prc'se.ntedin table L Figure 2(a) also illustrates
the structural depth advantages of the thicker trailingedge on the supercritical airfoil.
In order to further define the effectsof traillng-edge geometry, a refined sup_:-
criticala_,'.t,,ilw th a maximum thickness of I0 percent, :tbi_t trailing-edge thickness
of about _.0 perce_,t,_nd trailing-ed:?:?slopes of -0.37 (designated ab supercritical air-
foil9 and described in taL,le _ ,_s n_odi_iedto ..ermit variations in trailing-edge thick-
ness. The airfoilwith a n:RxL'num thick_,essof 10 percent was fel,to be more represen-
tativeof the midsemispan region of present-day trarsports. For convenience, the lower
surface of the aidoil was hinged along the 69.2-percem chord llne to permit variations in
trailing-edge thickness and resulted in an open cavity .b.etween the upper and ".ower sur-
faces. Changing trailing-edge thickness in th._.s manner. ,l_inimized surface discontinuities
since the center of l oration was near the 1owL,r-surface inflection poillt. Trailing-edge
thickness was maintained by spacers placed at intervals along the sp_m and the cavity
filled with wooden inserts shaped to the des'_red trailing-edge contours. The contour of
the trailing edge was ci_oser, somewhat arbitrarily but bears strong resemblance to the
cusp-cavity descrlbe,t by Ringleb (snow cornice geometry) in reference 8.
Four traili,_g-edge geometries were t_vestigated: a blunt trailing edge with
(t/c)t e --- 1.0 perce_t (airfoil 9); and a trailing edge with a cavity with (t/c)t. e = 1.0,
1.5, and 0.7 percent (airfoils 9a, 10. and 11, respectively). Sketches of these airfoils
are shown m figure 2(b).
The models, mounted in an inverted position, completely spanned the width of the
hmnel c.xcept for small clearances at each wall. This clearance permitted the angle of
attack to be changed manually by rotatin_ th_ model about pivots in the tunnel side walls.
Sketches of an airfoil mounted in the tunnel and the profile-dt'ag rake are shown in fig-
ure 3, and a photograph of the airfoil and profile-drag rake mot'nted in the tunnel is shown
in figure 4.
Boundary-layer transition.- Transition was fixed in an attempt to simulate full-
scale Reynolds number boundary-layer and shock-wave characteristics. From consider.
atton of the techniques discussed in roferences 9 to 11, 0.25-cm-wide (0.10-inch) bands
of distributed roughness (No. 90 carborundum grains) were applied :4_vng the 28-percent-
chord line on both the upper and lower surfaces to simulate the full-scale Reynolds
J
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n..mtbersshownin figure 5. The simulation is limited on the upper surface to those con-
ditions in which the shock wave occurs behind the transition location, that is, to the higher
test Mach numbers. Full-scale simulation on the lower surface wouid be valid through
the Mach number range of the investijation since the _ower surf:_ce o7 the airfoil is shock
free. Because the techniques on which this grit ar='angement was based require that lam-
inar flow bc maintained ahead of the trip, the airfoil wa_ paivted and then sanded until it
was extremely smooth.
Caution should be exercised when comparing the prf..sent results to results from
earlier supercritical airfoil investig_tlons since traJ_sitio_ grit size and location used
during earlier phases c;f the supercriticai development pro_ram differed from that
described above.
Measurements
Surface-pressure measurenlents.- The lift and pitching moments acting o,; the air-
foils were determined from surface-pressure measurements. The wing was ins't'umented
with [lush-suriace static-pressure orifices distributed in stx eamwise rows ov the upper
and lower surfaces approximately 0.32c frum the center line of the tunnel, rhe orifices
were concentrated near the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil to bet'er define the
severe pressure gradients in these regions. In addition, a rearward-f:_cing pressure
orifice was included in the trailing edge of the airfoil (identified at _,! upper-surface
x/c location of 100 percent). Pressures were measured with the. use of electronically
actuated differential pressure-scanning-valve units. The max_.r_um ranges of the trans-
ducers in the wtlves were ±68.9 kN/m2 (I0 lb/in2) fo_" the =:pper surface and t51.7 kN/m2
(7.5 lb/in2) for the lower surface.
Wake measurements.- The drag forces acting on the airfoil, as measured by the
momentum deficiency withir_ the wake, were derived from vertical variations of the total
and static pressures measured across the wake with the rake shown in fit_mre 30)). The
rake was positioned in the vertical center-line plane of the tunnel approximately 1 chord
length rearward oI the trailing edge of the airfoii. The total-pressure tubes were flattened
horizontally and closely spaced vertically (0.36 percent of airfoil chord) in the region of
the wake associated with skin-friction and boundary-layer losses. Outside this region,
the tube vertical spacing progressively widened until in the region above the wi,._t_ where
only shock losses were anticipated, the total-pressare tvbes were spaced approximately
7.2 percent of the chord apart. The static )ressure tubes were distribut.ed as shown in
figure 3(b). The rake was attztcized to the conventional sting mount of the tunnel, which
permitted it to be moved vertically during the investigation to center the close concentra-
tion of tubes on the boundary-layer wake.
The total-head and static pressures were also measured with the use of electroni-
cally actuated differential-pressure scanning valves. The range of the transducer in the
valve connected to total-_.ead tubes intended to measure Iosse_ in the boundary-layer
wake was ,17.2 kN/m2 (2.5 Ib/in2); the corresponding range for measuring shock an_.
static pressure losses was ±6.89 kN/m2 (I Ib/in2).
Red,action of Data and Correction_
Pressure measurements.- Airfoil-section normal-force aL,d pitch(ng..moment coef-
ficients were obtained by rl_achine integration of the local-pressure coefficients.
Wake measurements.- To obtain section drag coefficients front the total and static
pressures behind the niodel, point drag coefficients for each of the total-pressure mea-
surements were computed by using the procedure of reference 3 and thel; summed by
machine integration across the wake. Because of the special spacing of the total-pressure
tubes, the errors of the results obtained by this procedure are estimated tc be less than
1 percent.
Corrections for wind-tunnel-wall effects.- The major interference effect of the
wind-tunnel walls was an upflow at the position of the inverted model. This upflow, pro-
portioned to the normal-force c:_efficient, would cause the aerodynamic angle of attack to
be significantly less tha_ the ge,_m_,trlc angle of attack at the higher normal-force coeffi-
cients with attendant increases In the slope of the cux've for normal force as a function of
angle of attack. The mean value of this upflow at the mldchord of the model, in degrees,
may be estimated by the theory of reference 5 to be approxit_ately 3.0 times the section
normal-force coefficient. Based on experience in other two-dimensional tests in the
8-foot transonic pressure tunnel, however, such a correction is believed to be unrealisti-
cally large. Becat_se ,_. this uncertainty and si_ce th_ forces and moments were obtained
by surface-pressure and wake measurements which _ould be unaffected by angular correc-
tions, the angles of attack used i_1 the results present?d herein have not been corrected for
such eff_.cts.
The upflow at the inverted model would vary slightly from the leading edge to the
trailing edge of the airfoil, as discussed in reference 12. No corrections have been
applied to account for this variation since it would be quite small compared with the c_:r-
v_tu'_'e ol tile incluced streamlines and, therefore, probably have only secondary ef!ects on
the _haracieristtcs ot the r._o_,_.
The theory of reference 5 also indicates that tunnel-wall-blockage effects would be
small; consequently, no corrections have been applied to the data to account for blockage
effects.
TEST CONDITIONS
Tests were conductedat Machnumbers from 0.60 to 0.81 for stagnation pressures
nf 0.1013 MN/m2 (1 atm) with resultant wirzi-tunnel Reynolds numbers based on the air-
foil chord, as shown in figure 5. The stagnation temperature o. the tunnel air was a,,to-
mat_caily controlled at approximately 322 ° K (120 ° F) and dried until the dewpoint tem-
perature in the test section was reduced sufficiently to avoid condensation effects.
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The comparison of the aerodynamic force _nd moment characteristics of the interim
supercritical airfoil with trailing-edge thicknesses of 0 and 1.0 percent is presented in
figure 6, with the drag-rise characteristics summarized in figure 7 for the design normal-
force coefficient of 0.7. The normal-force coefficient of 0.7 was chosen as the design
goal since, when account is taken of the sweep effect, it is representative of lift coeffi-
cients at which advanced technology transports utilizing the supercrttical airfoil concept
are expected to crt, ise. Representative effects of traillng-edge thickness on airfoil pres-
sure distributions and wake profiles are presented in figure 8.
Aerodynamic force and moment coefficients of the refined lO-percent-thick airfoil
with a 1.0-percent-thick trailing edge with cavity (airfoil 9a] are oresented over an exten-
sive angle-of-attack range m figure 9. The aerodynamic characteristics of the refined
"_,rfotl with the various trailing-edge geoh.etries investigated are compared in figure 10
over an abbreviat._'zi angle-of-attack range near the design normal-force coefficient of 0.7,
with the drag-rise chara_.tertstics i,_r the various trailing-edge geometries summarized
in figure 11. Airfoil chordwise pressure distributions are compared irJ figure 12 and
rep-esentative wake-profile measurements are presented in figures 13 and 14.
DISCUSSION
Increasing the trailing-edge thickness of an interim 11-percent-thick airfoil _rom 0
to 1.0 percent produced significant decreases in wave drag at transonic Mach numbers for
the design normal-force coefficient; however these decreases were achieved at the expense
of higher drag at subcrttical Mach numbers. These results _iocused :tttention on the geom-
,:try _f the trailing edge, and the following sc_ctions discuss results of an investigation
which further defined the effects of trailiz,g-edge thickness and shape.
Variations in Trailing-Edge Thickness
The incremental decrease in the dr_g level at M = 0.60 resulting from decreasing
the trailing-edge thickness of the 10-percent-thick airfoil fL'om 1.0 percent to 0.7 percent
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(fig. 11) approximately equals the increase in drag due to increasing the trailing-edge
thickness of the ll--percent-thick airfuil from 0 to 1.0 percez_t (lig. 7). Although neither
the drag levels nor the drag increments can be directly compared because of the differ-
ence in maximum thic_lesses, the implication is that the trailing-edge thickness may be
increased from 0 to approximately 0.7 percent, with significant improvements in the
development of wave losses at transonic speeds, without incurring profile-d.,'ag penalties
at Bubsonic Mach 3umbers. Furtl, er increases in tr_ling-edge thickness bey3nd aPl_rox-
imately 0.7 _,ercent advc-sely affect boti= the subscnic and transonic drag levels. The
pressure _tistributions of figure 12 generally show a rearward movement of the upper-
surface shock pos.,t!3n and increases in the magnitude of the off-design second velocity
pe',d; with increases in trailing-edge thickness bey,_nd 0.7 percent. In addition, the upper-
surface pressure coefficients near the trailing edge become increasingly negative as the
trailing-edge thickness increases, indtcative of increased separation in this ,'egion.
The peak in the drag-rise curve at M = 0.78 (fig. 11) was due to the second region
of supersonic flow on the upper surface of the aid'foil developing to such an e:ct£nt that a
seco_:d shock wave was require:_ to reduce the supersonic flow to subsornc flow down-
stream. (Compar(- the airfoil pressure distribution and wake-shock losses for M -- 0.76
to those for M = 0.78 _,,; Y_gs. 12 to 14.) Local Mach numbers in this second re,ion of
supersonic flow were on ,l_.e order of those near the leading edge fo.'- M :: 0.7G. These
ef,ects may be related to the increased aft camber resulting from the mar, nov in which
the trailing-edge thickness was increased. It is probable that the peak at M = 0.78
could be reduced by slightly reducing the aft camber of t,=e airfoil ,vhile maiz;taining the.
same trailing-,-dge thicknesses. Such a reduction in camber could be accomplished by
reducing ;l,e value of the trailing-edge slope in the as yet unpublished equatiuns defining
the NAS._ supercritical airfoil.
As the Mach number was increased to C 79, the fo1"ward shock m,.,wd rear,yard {see
fi_;. 12): thus, the magnitude of the second peak wa:; reduced. Wave losse.-; associated
with *.he second peak art, consequently reduced, as shown in figure 13 and as reflected in
the dip in the ctrag-rise curve of figure II.
A limited analysis (not presented) of the growth of the boundary-layer displacvmeat
thickness over the upper surface was made by using methods based on equations described
in x._ferences 13 and 14 with the experimental pressure distributions for representative
Mach l_'_mbers el 0.60 and 0.78 and an angle of attack _f 1.5 ° . Ti_e analysis mdit.._t,d that
at constant angle of attack the upper-surface boundary-layer displacement thickness at the
trailing edge dis not vary appreciably and remained _reater than the trailing-edge thick-
ness of the airfoil as it was increased from 0 to around 0.7 percent. The analysis further
indicated that the _:t3per-surface boundary-layer displacement thickness at the trailing edge
equals the trailing-edge thickness of the airfoil .o.t (t/c}t e slightly greater than 0.7 per-
cent at M = 0.78 and :slightly less than 0. _, perc.._1:t at M ---0.60. The 0.7-percent-thick
I0
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trailingedge appears to be an acceptable compromise through th,_Mach number range for
the simulated Reynold_ numbers ot this investigation.
The trend, therefore, was theftof decre,'tsltlgtransonic drag levels with increases in
try:ling-edge *.hicknessuntilthe trailing-edge thickness of the airfoilexceeds that of the
upper-surface bound;try-layer displacement thickness at the traili[,.gedge, after which,
increases in both subsenic and transonic drag levels appear. Such variations in drag and
boundary-laver characteristics suggest some relatio,_shipbetween the optimum trailing-
edge thickness and the displacement thickalessof the upper-surface boundary layer at the
trailingedge. Itis feltthat in order to realize tilefullaerodynamic advantage, the design
criterionfor trailing-edge thickness should be such thv.tthe upper-_urface pressvrc coef-
ficientsrecover to approximately zero at the traili_, edge with the trailing-edge thickness
_,fthe airfoilequal to or slightlyless than the local upper-surface boundary-layer dis-
placement thickness.
The lower-surface boundary layer ,.eednot be considered since the upper surface is
more sensitiveto conditions at the trailingedge because of the ad"erse pressure gradient
on the upper surface in contrast to the iavorable gradient on the lower su_ace.
There exists evidence from unpublished wind-tunnel tests,wherein satisfactory
results were obtained for three-dimenslonal applications of the supercritical airfoilwith
(t/C),e of'approximately 1.0 percent, that (t/C)te slightlylarger than 0.7 percent would
be acceptable in swept-wing three-dimensional applications. Although the reasons for
thisare not completely unde:..tood,it is believed to be in sonic way i-elatedto the three-
dimensional relieving effectof the spnnwise flow near the trailinged_'e.
Trailing-Edge Cavity
The potentialreduction in subsonic drag associated with so:ue sort of cavity in the
trailingedge of airfoilshas been discuss_-_din numerous reports. (See refs. 1, 2, and 15
_o 17, for example.) Such reductions in drag are generally attributableto two primary
sources: reductio_ _.ubase drag through changes in the pressure acting over the base
area, 3a_dimprovements in wake stabilityresulting _n decreases in momentum losses
associated with concentr-_',tionsof vorticityin the wake. in additionto its influenceon
base drag and wake stability,the cavity was thought to hold potentialf_,rdelaying sepa-
r_ttionwhen considered from the viewpoint of a mixing region where there would be an
i:,terchangebetween the high-energy air passing over the upper-surface trailingedge
and the lower energy air in the cavity itself.
The results of the present investigationshow a small, but consistently measurable,
reduction in drag (fig.11) for the 1.0-percent-thick trailing.-edgecavitv when compared
with the 1.0-per,:ent-tbmk blunt trailingedge for the 10-percent-thick airfoil. F_r the
most p'trt the pressure distributions of figu',-e12 indicate slightlymore negative presst_re
11
coefficients over the base (upper-suHace pressure orUice at x/c -, 1.00 was located In
the rearward lace of the cavity) so tile drag improvement due _,o the cavity must be attrib-
uted to impro_P.ments in the gcner_ fl,_w over the airfoil itself or to the .t.nfl_ence of the
cavity on the w_ke rather than to an !mpro,,ement in base drag. The influence of the cav-
ity on the stability of the wake may only be conjectured in the absence of detailed mea-
surements of velocity fluctuations in _he wake.
No attempt was made to achieve an optimum cavity slze or shape since the drag
reductions reported in reference 15 £or a cavity with contour approxin:ating one theoret-
ically derived by Ringleb wa_: very nearly the eame as that given by a simple rectangular
trailing-edge cavity in x'eferelxc,_ 16.
CONC LUSIONS
Wind-tunnel tests have been conducted at Mach numb._rs from 0.60 to 0.81 to deter-
mine the effects of trailing-edge geometry on the aerodynamic characteristics of a NASA
supercritical airfoil shape. Variations in trailing-edge thicknesses from 0 to 1.5 percent
of the chord and a cavity in the trailing edge were investigated with airfoils with maxinmm
thicknesses of 10 and 11 percent of the chord.
Results indicate the following general conclusions for the design normal.force coef-
ficient of 0.7:
1. Comparison of supercrltical airfoils of slightly diflerent maximum thicknesses
implied that increasing trailing-edge thiclu_ess yielded reductions in transonic drag levels
with l_, app_u'ent penalty at subcrltical Maeh numbers up to a trailing-edge thickness of
about 0.7 perce,tt. Increases in both subsonic and transonic drag levels appeared with
increases iJ: trailing-edge thickness beyond approximately 0.7 percent.
2. Sn_all drag reductions through '_lle Mach number range resuRed when the
10-percent-thick airfoil with 1.0-perccnt-thick trailing edge was modified to include
a cavity in ti:e trailii_ edge.
3. There appears to exist sov_, relationship between th.,, optimum airfoil trailing-
edge thickness and the boundary-lay(r displacement thickness over the upper svx'face of
the airfoil. Calculations suggest tlmt the reversal of the favorable effect of incre:lsing
trailing-edge thickness occurs when the airfoil trailing-edge thickness exceeds the dis-
placement thickncss of the upper-surface Ixmndary layer at the trailing edge.
4. The general design criterion to realize the full aertxiynamic advantage of trailing-
edge thickness appears to be such that the pressure coefficients over the upper surface of
12
the airfoil recover to approximately zero at the ira/ling edge witli the trailing-edge thick-
ness of the airfoil equal to or slightly less than ihe local upper-._u._lace boundary-layer
displacement th/ckness.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., July e, 1971.
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TABLE Lo SECTION COORDINATES FOR U-PERCENT-THICK INTERIM
5UPERCR_VTICAL AIRFOIL a
[c =8s.o cm 134.8l.che, ]
T y/c for-
x/c I ' Airfoil 4 with sharp Airfoil 5 with 1-percent-
tratltng edge thick bP,unt trailing edge
Upper Lower Upper Lower
0•015_J0.00,85
.Ol_t5
•0250
.C375
.050
.075
.100
.125
.150
175
_100
.350
.300
•550
.400
.450
.500
.550
.575
.600
.825
.650
.675
.700
.725
.750
.775
.800
•835
•850
.875
•900
.925
.950
.975
1.000
.0303
.0367
.0303
.03,q4
.0361
.041K
.0444
.0066
.0084
0499
.0531
.0536
.0545
.0548
.0549
.0544
.0535
.0539
.0519
.0513
.0502
.0490
.0477
.0461
.0443
.0432
.0398
.0370
.0338
.0300
.0256
.0204
.0144
.0074
-.0008
-0.0157
-.0308
-.0271
-.0316
-.0351
- .0403
-.0440
-,0469
-.0091
-.0500
-.0531
-,0539
-,OM8
-.0540
-.054'/.
-.05_4
- .04.97
-.0455
- .0436
- .0389
- .0343
-,0383
-.0315
-.0149
-.0090
-.0036
.0013
.0053
.0068
.011,
.0132
.0138
.0131
.0106
.OOFO
-.OOt3
0.0_5_
._03
0267
.0302
.0334
.0301
.04L6
.0444
.0466
.04S4
.0099
.0531
,0536
.0545
.0_46
.05-_.5
.0544
.0535
.0529
.0519
.0512
.0502
.0490
.0477
.0461
.0443
.0422
.0608
,0370
.0338
.0300
.0256
.0204
.0144
.0074
-.0008
-0.0157
-.0306
-,0371
-.C316
-.0351
-,0003
-.0440
-.0,169
-.0091
-,050S
-,0531
-,0530
-,0548
-.0549
-.0541
-,0534
-.0097
-.00F5
-.0426
-.0389
-.0342
-,0385
-.0324
-.0165
-.0113
..0065
-.0024
.0011
.0039
.0059
.0070
.0069
.0056
.0024
-.0028
-.0108
aLeadtng-edge radius, 0.0223c.
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TABLEIL- SECTIONCOORDINATESOF10-PERCENT-THICKSUPERCR/TICAL
AIRFOXLSa 9AND9aWITHI-PERCENT-THICKTRAILING_,DGE
Ec= 63.s cm (=5 tnche.)_
Calcu lated Experir,_ental (airfoil 9a)
x 'c y/c r,._ y/c
Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower
0.0075 -0.0162
.0125 -.0108
.0250 -.•0257
.0375
.050
.075
.100
.125
.150
.175
.200
.25O
,300
.350
,400
.450
.500
.550
.575
.600
.6,.5
.650
.675
.700
.725
.750
.775
•800
.825
.650
.875
.900
.925
.950
.975
.9_0
1•000
aLeadtng-edge r_llus, 0•0212c.
0.850
•570
.345
-0.6_4
-.810
-.374
0.0160
.0196
.0250
-,02-97 ,255
-.0328 .204
-.0373 .145
-.040e .I10
-.0431 .086
-.0450 .069
-.0465 .056
-.0476 .045
-.0492 .U29
-.0499 .017
- .0500 .008
- .0495 .000
-.0486 -.007
-.0469 -.013
-,0442 -.021
-.0422 -.025
-.0396 -.029
-.0362 -.034
-.0316 -.I)39
-.0259 -.046
-.0202 -.053
-.0151 -.0_2
-.0105 -.073
-.0066 -,085
-.0033 -.100
-.0007 -,1_8
.0011 -.140
.0020 -.165
.0019 -.194
.0004 -.229
-.0027 -.269
-.0079 -.316
-.0123 -.348
-.0157 -•370
-.276 .0286
-.219 .0314
-.153 .0358
-.114 .0389
-.087 .0415
-.067 .0433
-.052 .0448
-.040 .0461
-.021 .0_79
-.008 .0';_1
.003 .0498
.014 .0500
.025 .0409
.042 .0494
.070 .0485
.091 .0480
.120 .0474
.157 •0465
.206 .0456
.239 .0_45
.216 .0433
.193 .0419
.169 .0401
.145 .0362
.118 .0359
.089 .0332
•056 .0300
.017 .0264
-•031 .0220
-.090 .0167
-.164 .0103
-.256 .0035
-.321 -.0016
-.370 .....
0.0162
.0196
•0250
.0387
.0316
•0359
.0390
.0414
.0434
.0449
.0462
.0480
.0492
.0498
.0500
.0498
.0493
.0485
.O479
.0472
.0465
.0456
.0445
.0433
.0418
.0402
.0382
• 0359
.0332
.0299
.0261
.0217
.0164
.0102
.0028
-.0021
-.0057
-0.0165
- .0201
-.0259
-.0299
-.0329
- .0374
-.0407
-. 0432
-.0451
-.0465
-.0476
-.0491
-.04'_8
- .0500
- .049 A
-.0485
-.0468
- .0440
-.0420
-,0393
-.03 57
' -.0316
-.0255
-.0200
- .0152
- .0109
- 0q72
-.0041
-.0014
.0005
.0016
,0016
.0004
- .0026
-.0073
-.01_0
-.015'7
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l_tgure 9.- @arlation of sectio:_ drag coefficient, angle of attc.ck, and section
oitching-moment coefficiert, e.t various Math numbers for lO-percent-thick
sul_ercritica], airfoil w_th l.O-percent-thick trailing edge with cavity.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Fl_re i0.- Effect of tra_ling-edge ge_.etry on force and moment charact:r'stlcs
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